
 

Ryuichi Sakamoto Merry Christmas Mr Lawrence Flac

The issue with a Sakamoto album that has been remixed is always the lack of the bassline. It's the instrument that
cannot be understated and there are no benefits to giving it prominence in these instances. Sakamoto is the

prototypical example of a musician who simply ignores the bassline and so it seems to be the case with his newer
work. Merry Christmas Mr Lawrence is a good example of this, and it's not clear why it was remixed since it's a

pristine recording on all counts other than the fact that the bassline has been added. It's also worth noting that all
of the bonus tracks don't take away from the remastered debut, that's for sure. Merry Christmas Mr Lawrence is

one of the best ambient discs and is worth your time if ambient is your thing. It was one of the best concept albums
of the late 80s and is still considered a classic, so credit must go to the original team, Sakamoto, Ono and Lowe, for

fine-tuning it into something that is as good as it was on the first time. Palo Alto record store Good Earth Music
have a Ryuichi Sakamoto - Merry Christmas, Mr Lawrence digital album with 20 tracks plus 7 bonus tracks. Click
here to download it from Good Earth Music. There are numerous odds and ends on Discogs. One of them is an 7"
called "Ryuichi Sakamoto - 1st Merry Christmas Mr Lawrence", a song by Synthetix. It only seems to be available

for $8.80 . Amazon, too. Buy some? This bonus CD has been sequenced nicely so that it can be enjoyed from start
to finish as an alternative soundtrack to the film. Highlights are the full length Last Regrets, previously only

available on the B-side of the twelve-inch single of Forbidden Colours, Free Time, a fascinating layered ambient
piece reminiscent of Vangelis Blade Runner soundtrack or parts of Midnight Express by Giorgio Moroder, and the
full-length extended version of Merry Christmas, Mr Lawrence which can only otherwise be heard with dialogue

over in the final scene of the film.
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Ryuichi Sakamoto Merry Christmas Mr Lawrence
Flac

Not only are the
jingles in Japanese,

but there are an awful
lot of Japanese covers.
Some of them I know,
like Vangelis, Ambient
Zone, Pheloung, Brian

Eno and Ryuichi
Sakamoto but others

are completely new to
me. The dancehall
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interpretation of Twin
Peaks Theme, for

example. I imagine
these are Japanese

jingles for producers
and record companies
and in that case they
do the job perfectly.

The only other
problem I can detect
is a minor unclean-

sounding cut on
Ryuichi Sakamoto's
Coda number. The
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cover of the original is
in terrible condition
and I rather like the

cheesy computerised
animation. Merry

Christmas Mr
Lawrence is a 1983
Japanese war drama
written and directed
by Nagisa Oshima.
The film stars actor
Takeshi Kitano as a

Japanese soldier
assigned to guard a
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former bureaucrat,
played by David
Bowie, who as a

young man
experienced the

horrors of the Tokyo
firebombing during
World War II. It has

been called a
masterpiece of both
directing and acting.

The film was originally
released in Japan

under the title
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えむさとひるめ Happy
Christmas, Mr.

Lawrence. In the
United Kingdom, the

film was released
under the title Merry

Christmas Mr
Lawrence and the U.S.

as The Mourning
Bride. It was released
under the title Happy

Christmas, Mr.
Lawrence in the

United States, due to
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copyright disputes.
Merry Christmas Mr

Lawrence was such a
success in Japan that
it was remade there
as the anime feature
Mr. Lawrence No.Zoo,

also starring David
Bowie. This second

version was released
as Merry Christmas

Mr. Lawrence No.Zoo
in the UK, while in the
U.S., it was released
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simply as Merry
Christmas, Mr.

Lawrence. 5ec8ef588b
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